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yet Count Billow is entirely different from our mental picture
of the giant who passed away last summer, lie would be
incapable, either in the good sense or hi the bad, of being as
ruthless as the man from the Saxon forests. I le used to mix,
and still mixes gladly, with many who reckoned Bismarck
among the enemies of the Empire. Me enjoyed the company
of such men as Bamberger or Mommsen, the lambent Gallic
wit of the one, the acid criticisms of the other."
After hearing a Reichstag speech 1 wrote:   " Bulow's
parliamentary style has a high degree of literary and artistic
finish.   His speeches radiate charm and healthiness of mind.
He has the gift of listening and reflectively allowing the
words of a speaker to sink into his mind.   I le is fluent in
reply, and as he speaks, his mind, unlike that of the glib and
perfunctory orator, is still working on what he has heard.
His set speeches in the Reichstag, which always attract an
appreciative audience, are of course worked out; thoroughly
beforehand.  He realises that a man in his responsible posit ion
cannot allow himself the same freedom as a member of the
opposition.  Being a highly gifted speaker, he often, half in
jest and half in earnest, professes to envy the speakers of the
opposition the wide scope which their comparative irre-
. sponsibility allows them.   Whereas Prince Hohenlohc usually
reads his statements to the Reichstag, Billow always speaks
without notes.  His Reichstag speeches reflect the dispassion*
ate seriousness which is a German characteristic, but at the
same time have that lightness of touch which belongs to
the^Latin peoples.   Not for nothing has he lived long in
Paris and there been as regular a frequenter of the Palais
Bourbon as of the brilliant and intellectual salons.   There is a
certain balance and reasonableness in his style,"
The Foreign Secretary so established himself as minister
and speaker that the aged Imperial Chancellor, Hohenlohe,
gradually ^dthdrew into the background. Germany's foot-
hold in China won through the occupation of Kiaochow,
inspired by Tirpitz and executed by Heyking, was regarded as
Biilow's work. In the summer of: 900 Hohenlohe retired and
Billow became Imperial Chancellor. His eloquence had won
over the Reichstag.
I will quote from my diary a note dated Thursday,
November i3th, 1900, on the occasion of a visit to Prince

